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(Young's modulus) of the material of each; whether the shaft is solid or hollow, and, in the Litter case, upon the relation of inner to outer diameter; and the relation of diameter of bore of hub to its outside diameter.
It is obvious that in the case of shrink (its the bore expansion must be sufficient to allow it to pass freely over the originally large shaft to its final position. This in itself precludes the possibility of using so large an original difference as .004 inch per inch of diameter, even if the certainty of rupture with such an allowance did not exist. An allowance of .oor inch per inch of diameter, or, as a maximum one of .0012 inch per inch, will prove ample and will correspond to as great liber stresses, with ordinary hub proportions, as it is safe to use with either cast iron or steel.
Force fits are made in the same way except that they are put together cold, either by driving together with a heavy sledge or by forcing together by hydraulic pressure.
In general, pressure fits are not employed on diameters exceeding 10 ins., shrinkage fits being used for large work.
The alignment should be absolutely accurate in starting. To secure this some engineers resort to the use of two diameters —each half the length of the fit -differing by but a few thousandths of an inch, or taper the first half-length an amount equal to the allowance. The surfaces should be as smooth as possible and well lubricated. Linseed oil is recommended.
Experience shows that, for same allowances, shrink fits hold more firmly than pressure fits.*
in. Stress in Hub. —In regard to the tension in the hub due to shrinkage or forced fits, completely satisfactory data are lacking. A close approximation to the probable tension in the inner layer of the hub —the one next the shaft—may be
* For valuable data on fits and fillings, sec Am. Much., Alar. 7, iqoy; Trans. A. S. M. E., Vote. 24, 34 and 35; Halsey's "Handbook for Machine Designers."

